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Combining ArcGIS Online and Collector to Update Partner Data

Summary
The ArcGIS platform has matured to allow for sharing data in many ways, but still has many
weaknesses that can be closed with workarounds. For my job I assist in installing and inspecting
the integrity of closures on abandoned mine features across the state for federal and state
partners. We have a feature class of closure locations for the state but until recently had no
organized way of reporting inspections for these closures or way of visualizing what needed up
to date inspection. I developed a related record of inspections that we can now take into the
field and add new inspection reports onto features using the one-to-many relationship however
no information from these reports filters back to the features themselves, which prevents easy
querying and symbolizing. To better organize our efforts of inspection and targeting needed
work I developed a python script to automatically add “inspection freshness” to the feature
class attribute table which then allows us to visualize where we need to go. I also made partner
specific portals using definition queries on several relevant datasets to allow them to access the
same information and export it as needed. The only remaining weakness with this is ArcGIS
Online does not allow for editing of related records which prevents partners from being able to
add in their own reporting to make it a two way interaction.
Purpose
The purpose of this project is to develop a method for symbolizing a feature class by attributes
found in related records and using that information to assist in field data collection using
Collector app and to symbolize data made available to partners via a web map app. The related
records are inspections of abandoned mine closures installed around California state. The
closures include bat gates and cupolas pictured below, which can be damaged either by the
public or by natural events like rockfall and erosion.

Figure 1: Pictures of a bat gate and shaft cupola (left, right respectively)

My team aids federal and state partner agencies to install and maintain these closures and
need a more sophisticated way of tracking and planning inspection work. We also need to
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enhance our abilities to share the data we collect and provide to them and so I want to explore
the use of a web map app for that purpose. The web map app will be created in ArcGIS Online
using test hosted feature services, but when ready for production the data will be hosted via
ArcGIS Server to allow for better security options.
Methods
For this project I am using a point feature class I previously created called “Closures” and a
table called “closure_inspections” that is linked to the Closures feature class with a relationship
class via global IDs. The closure inspections table also has attachments enabled so that photos
can be taken during inspections.

Figure 2: Structure of the Closures feature service

One of the attributes of the closure inspections table is inspection date which is either filled out
as the current date at time of inspection or as the date of a reported inspection from partner. I
want to use the difference of this date and the current date to output an “inspection freshness”
attribute for the sake for query and visualization however there is no way of doing either
directly to data in a related record. To accomplish this I created a python script (figure 3) that
first sorts the closure inspection table by inspection date (descending) then join the table to the
feature class. Doing the initial sort ensures the record joined to each related feature be the
most recent inspection. Outside of the script I permanently added a “Today” field that will store
the day’s date, and the “InspectionFreshness” field that will store the integer difference
between the current date and last inspection. Once the join is made I calculate the current date
then difference between the dates in their respective fields. For features that have no
inspection records the result is null, which isn’t compatible with the quantities classification
method I need to use, so I have an update cursor change all null values to 9999 so that I can
easily symbolize records that have never been inspected (figure 4). The script also adds a line to
a log file stating it ran successfully and the date.
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Figure 3: Python script for linking related record and feature class attributes

Figure 4: Symbology schema for closure inspection freshness
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Once the script was working I added it to my computer’s Task Scheduler and set it to run nightly
so that the symbology will stay up to date daily. I published the updated feature class and
related table as a new service so that it can be used in Collector and ArcGIS Online and be kept
up to date with the script.

Figure 5: Task Scheduler entry for the script to run daily
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Figure 6: Closure locations features in Collector (fuzzy stars, left) and the inspection reports in the feature query screen (right)

The next step for this project was to create a web map application for specific partners to be
able to view and export data as needed. The closures, closure inspections, and another data set
called inventory features are all services we want to be able to easily share with partners so I
created definition queries in layer copies of these services to filter them by partner agency and
then created a test map to host them in (for this I filtered the data to only show Sequoia
National Forest data). I set up a map and relevant symbology and then converted it to an ESRI
Web Map app. The web map app allows for selecting closures then viewing the related closure
inspections (figure 7). I added the Select widget which allows for partners to select any features
of interest and export data as needed as well (figure 8).
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Figure 7: Demo web map app showing the pop up for closures

Figure 8: The dialog for available actions with the Share widget

Results and Discussion
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The scripting of the attribute transfer between feature class and related records opens up a lot
of possibilities for the future, notably I will likely update it to transfer the latest “status” (e.g.
the closure is intact or damaged) to be able to query and visualize based on that attribute as
well. It would be an improvement in the future to have the attributes filter automatically
instead of happening via the nightly update, but that is not possible within ArcMap. I will
explore the use of SQL Server in the future and setting up triggers to update the features as
soon as a new report is made, but that is a whole level beyond my current capability. The other
issue with either set up is that the symbology can’t change in Collector after an update (when
offline at least, the SQL set up would likely allow for that when connected to the internet in the
field). This is only a weakness for field operations because it is helpful to be able to see what
targets remain as you complete them. Another problem that I ran into is the lack of editing
capability for related records within ArcGIS Online. It doesn’t appear to be possible to add and
edit the closure inspections directly within ArcGIS Online which is a drawback because part of
the vision for this project was to open a two way street of reporting with partner agencies by
allowing them to view our inspection reports but also be able to add their own. This will likely
be rectified in a future ArcGIS Online update but is an unfortunate weakness at the moment. I
set up all of the feature services as AGOL hosted, but will move towards hosting them all locally
on my department’s public facing ArcGIS Server instance to allow for password protection of
the map and services. ArcGIS Online currently only allows sharing within an organization or
publicly, but nothing in between. We can’t create partner credentials within our organization
for security reasons and the data we are sharing is too sensitive to be made fully public so an
inbetween mode of sharing with other organizations privately (either by inviting them into the
map only or by creating credentials for the map that can then be shared with anyone) would be
a big improvement. Because of this I will likely share everything via our own Server to better
control privileges. Also this is better for the closure data because it will be easier to control the
idealized two way sharing when it filters back to our own server versus a feature service on
ArcGIS Online.

